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FRAUD ALERT:  Fake credit Fraud   

Marcus Dodd,+ GRANT WILFORT 

 
Marcus Dodd 

FINANCE & LAW CONSULTING LIMITED 

THE OLD EXCHANGE 

521 WIMBORNE ROAD EAST 

FERNDOWN 

ENGLAND 

BH22 9NH 

PHONE: +447937667444 

GRANT WILFORT 

Gentlemen –      

I certainly hope your publishing of this information (on Whistle-blower) can certainly 

shutdown this operation as to date they have collected more than ERUO 50,000 from 

clients as these guys advertise SBLC/BG Funding.  My firm invested ERUO 40 M for project 

funding.  The fee was to cover swift costs and instrument creating.  The final 6+2 fee was 

to come on the back end of a ERUO 160 M instrument and monetization. 

 
In November of 2016, we signed contracts (attached) with Marcus Dodd of FINANCE & LAW 

CONSULTING LIMITED for the issuance of a ERUO 40 M SBLC.  He sent us an invoice 
(attached) and we wired the requisite fee of ERUO 50K (attached).  Funding was supposed to 
occur within 3-banking days so the beginning of December but yet the excuses began 
instead…, everything was supposed to begin in January for funding by the end of the 
month.  We decided to wait patiently until the end of April but gave them two additional 
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extension (May and June).  I sent a cease and desist and ordered my funds back.  Mr. Marcus 
Dodd said my money was sent to his partners as they were the instrument issuers and GRANT 
WILFORT was the funder (monetizer).  ABC74 LIMITED). 

 
ABC74 LIMITED 

C/O MCCURRACH UK LIMITED 74 WATERLOO 

STREET GLASGOW G2 7DJ U.K 

Company Reg:SC144755 

TELEPHONE:442084858684 

EMAIL:grantwilfort@workmail.com 

Fraud notification 

A lawyer Marcus Dodd <m.dodd@consultant.com> can start claiming the MT‐760 previously 

received only 50,000 euros 

When you want to progress to the next step and request requires pay a 6% commission was 

willing to proceeding to the next action 

Standby letters of credit to handle supplier fraud 

We have to pay the required transfer fee, to be officially opened MT-760, before 

requesting again sinks 6% commission, Grant Wilfort and Marcus Dodd is a little joint 

fraud. 

I do not see this in the contract agreement, I hope that these projects comply with the 

terms of the DOA, I repeatedly asked you whether the supplier, pursuant to. 
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Marcus Dodd <m.dodd@consultant.com> 
 

 

Dear Mr. ANSON, 
  
See below the providers transaction procedures. Lease fee is 6+2, while 
purchase is 40+2. Issuing bank is Royal Bank of Scotland  
  
PROCEDURE: 
1. Both Parties (Provider And Lessee) Execute, Sign And Initiate The Deed 
Of Agreement, Which Thereby Automatically Becomes A Full Commercial 
Recourse Contract. 
 2. Within Two (2) Banking Days After This Agreement Signed, Provider 
Should Instruct His Issuing Bank To Send To Lessee Designated Bank 
Officer Rwa By Bank Officer Secured Fax   {Appendix A} Stating 
Capability Of Delivery Of The Bank Guarantee And That It Is Cash 
Backed{ Icc 758 Format, Appendix B },By Swift Mt-760. (Provider Shall 
Provide A Copy Of Said Rwa Pre-Advice To Lessee For Tracing) 
3.)  Within 48 Hours Of Receipt  Of RWA From Provider Issuing Bank And 
Invoice, Lessee Wire Amount 100,000 Euros For Swift Mt-760 
Transmission Charges To Provider/Provider Given Bank Account (Party B 
Shall Provide A Copy Of Remitted Receipt To Party A For Tracing).. 
 4. Within Three (3) banking days after confirmation of receipt of payment 
of the bank administrative fees for the BG/SBLC MT760 swift in Provider's 
bank account, the Provider will deliver the BG/SBLC via bank confirmation 
of swift BG/SBLC MT760 to the Lessee's banker including the hard copy of 
the BG/SBLC via bank bonded courier in Seven (7) banking days. 
5. Lessee pays Provider the purchase price OF 40% and the brokers their 
commission fees of 2% not later than 7 banking days after the BG/SBLC 
hard copy is received and confirmed at Lessee's bank. Should Lessee 
default to pay the Selling price to the Provider and the brokers 
commission fees as agreed after 7 banking days of confirmation of 
BG/SBLC MT760 in Lessee's bank account, Provider will instruct the 
issuing bank to put a claim on the BG/SBLC thereby forcing the Lessee's 
bankers to return the BG/SBLC MT760 to the issuing Bank. 
 Regards 
Marcus Dodd 
We cannot waste time on clients who are not ready. Find attached, 
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transmission copy for transaction we are closing this week. Contract was 
signed last week, client placed funds in escrow on Monday and the MT760 
was delivered on tuesday. Now that is how you do business.  The client 
has to either place entire lease fee in provider's nominated escrow, to be 
released to provider 24 hours after receipt and verification of MT760. Or 
pay transmission fee directly to provider after execution of contracts for 
the transmission of the MT760. If your client cannot work with either of 
these two terms, then you will have to source elsewhere.Please treat as 
confidential, the attached document as it is very sensitive as it pertains to 
a live financial instrument 
 
Transmission fee is still yet to hit my account. The client should contact his bank 
immediately to find out why                 11/23 

Grant Wilfort 
 

11 月 23 日 (4 

天前)

寄給 我 

 

Gentlemen, 

  

I understand, but nothing can be done until the funds hit my account. It is after receipt of 

the fee that MT760/SBLC will be issued. Just as stated in the contract. The matter with 

Global ER has been sorted out. Find attached, Mr.Koh's passport and certificate of 

incorporation. 

Are you request the transmission free already into your account? 11/24 
Grant Wilfort 

You said seven business days. See below  11/24 
Will do so immediately. It should be 3 days and not later.11/24 
 
Grant Wilfort   11/25 

Gentlemen, 
 Transmission fee has been received and payed for swift to be issued  on tuesday. 
However, due to the client's inability to keep with the stipulated timelines stated in the 
executed contract, I have been adviced by my lawyers that a minimum of 4% be placed in 
their escrow here in london prior to swifts being issued. An escrow agreement will be 
drawn up between myself, the client and the lawfirm which will serve as escrow agent. The 
contract will state that the 4% must be released by the escrow agent to me within two 
days after receipt and verification of SBLC. While the balance is paid 21 days later. 
  
Out of the 4% placed in escrow, each representative get their 1% commission each, while 
I receive my balance of 4% in 21 days. If the representatives prefer to receive their 1% 
commision each in 21 days, then only 2% may be placed in escrow. Client pays me 
balance of 4% in 21 days and then pays the representatives their 1% commission each 
 
Please ,Can we help with the supplier agreement?        11/25 
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Marcus Dodd 

Hello Anson, 

  

Let's be fair, there has been quite a lot of issuses sourounding this transaction.  Your client 

has not kept with the timeline, there have been price controversies. From 6+2 to 10+2 

back to 6+2.  Then the request to pay in 15 days. You said is yorself that your bankers are 

slow. You are not paying the money to the provider. You are simply placing it in trust to be 

held by a reputable law firm and released to provider upon receipt and verification of 

SBLC. An agreement will be signed between the three parties. Except your client does not 

actually have funds to pay for the instrument, I really do not see anything wrong with this 

arrangement. What happens if your client begins to extend payment date after receipt of 

SBLC. Yes, it will lead to instant litigation against your client, but the instrument is already 

with your client. So while the litigation is on, your client is using the instrument while 

provider is left paying attorney fees. 

  
It is more about everyone being secure, knowing that we are not simply wasting our time. 
You an I as facilitators equally get paid this time next week. Transmission fee ha been paid 
to the bank and MT760 will be ready for issue by tuesday. Let us close this deal and move 
to the other deals you mentioned. Speak with your client, that is why he is your client, its 
actually the only way out. Let us make it easy for all involved 
 

ANSON TSENG <ansontzeng@gmail.com> 
 

11 月 25 日 (2 

天前)

寄給 Marcus 

 

Dear Grant Wilfort: 

Dear Marcus Dodd: 

 

We received your reply, thank you very much! 

 

I hope you can stand in my position to consider: 

 

1. DOA does not require us to pay 2% or 4% Leasing fees in advance. Therefore, 

Receiver is not obliged to pay leasing fees in advance, which is an agreement between 

both  parties. 

 

2. If the Receiver needs to pay half of the leasing fees in advance (4%), he must declare 

in advance, not after signing the DOA, otherwise， the receiver can either change from 6 

+ 2% to 2 + 0.5%? 
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3. To be honest, in fact, Empire Tri- Gold Co., Ltd. is one of the state-owned enterprises 

of the Chinese government and operator is the senior banker( Guo Qingming )  of the 

People's Bank of China. They will not pay you any leasing fees in advance, but they will 

pay you 6 + 2% of the leasing fee within 14 days ( or even earlier). 

 

4.In order to avoid more sequelae and even bring about Legal means, I sincerely 

recommend that you do not create interference, you should fulfill this primitive obligation 

and commitment, otherwise ，the provider will not only be forced to return 50,000 euros, 

but also will be forced (Diplomatic or Legal Means) to pay 2% pentanty , we do not like to 

see this sad results 。 

 

If you are willing to send MT ㄦ 760 according to DOA within three banking days (before 

next Tuesday), we would like to pay 6 + 2%  into your account as soon as possible after 

receiving MT ㄦ 760! 

 

Greetings 

Anson 

 
Marcus Dodd                        11/25 
 

Dear Anson, 

  

Provider has confirmed receipt of your clients 50K and has in turn paid fo the transmission 

of MT760. Now, that will not be done until his requests are met.  As it stands we are left 

with three options.  The first option is we continue going back and forth without moving 

forward and then end up wasting everyone's time. Option two is legal action which I 

guarantee you will be very lenghty and a major distraction for all involved. The courts can 

then determine which party, between the provider and your client who is in breach of 

contract and also determine who gets compensated. The third option is to meet with the 

provider's request. I strongly suggest you discuss these three options properly with your 

client and then let us decide the way forward. 

  
Provider wants to close this transaction speedily, but will only do so when his fees are 
guaranteed  as requested by him 
 

I hope you can help me communicate with suppliers.I am 
anxious                    11/25 
 

Dear Marcus Dodd 
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I am very sincere with your friends 

Although there are differences between you and I both ideas, we trust your good.Us on 

transmission fees and delays, but there are differences in the conversion difference, 

because they can not manage or will be wrong to blame other people. 

Let us return to the spirit of contract terms DOA do? I assure you that the Chinese must 

remit within 7 days of the commission to the supplier, sir this is you and I both sides 

should make joint efforts target 

 

We all have a common concept of hope is the perfect thing Although there are 

differences between you and I both ideas, we trust your good.We do not want this untrue 

I have repeatedly told you confirm that you have repeatedly expressed to be true.You 

also repeated assurances not a problem 

I hope you can help us successfully complete these things The next two pen work I very 

much hope that I find is the real you (lawyer) 

 

We believe in your professionalism.You have well-trained academics.Therefore, we 

believe that cooperation is very sincere,I'm looking forward to next Tuesday suppliers as 

you canThe letter referred to the 25th November: Transmission fee ha paid paid the bank 

and MT760 will be ready for issue by tuesday. Let us close this deal and move to the 

other deals you mentioned. Speak with your client, that is why he is your client, its 

actually the only Let us make it easy for all involved  

 

I am anxious. 
 

 
11/14  
Are you stating that your cient prefers to place the lease fee with the 
providers nominated escrow agent? Confirm. It is either your client pays 
the transmission fee directly to provider and then MT760 is issued, or your 
client places the entire lease fee with providers nominated escrow right 
after execution of contracts to be released  by escrow after your client 
receives the MT760. Total leasse fee is 3.2 M euro.  
11/14 

Should your client adopt th escrow option, he will be required to sign an 
escrow agreement between him, the provider and the escrow agent/law 
firm. So I need an immediate answer as provider wants to close this week 
The Law firm is in England. Due to brexit and its financial implications, 
nobody wants their funds in the UK. Until the uncertainty clears up. 
Besides you cannot dictate to the provider how he chooses to receive his 
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fees 
It is stated in the contract.  PROVIDER’S BANK CO-ORDINATES TO 
RECEIVE ALL FEES/TRANSMISSION FEES 
11/16 
I believe you are refering to corporate refund undertaking. Provider gives 
that when the transmission fee is from 150,000 euro. But if you need it, 
we can request that the provider give you one. 
Please confirm the client is willing to pay 10+2, also confirm that out of 
the extra 4% I get 1%. Upon confirmation from you, I will email the 
contract to bsml5000@gmail.com. Ensure that the transmission fee is paid 
tomorrow so swift can be issued next day.  
 11/17 

Transfer fee remittance-time request to delay until Monday (Taipei time) 

I don't know what the provider will have to say as another client wants the same 

instrument. If lease fee has to be delayed from 7 days to 15 days and now the 

transmission fee remittance is being delayed till monday it makes everyone wonder the 

client's capabilities. The client should ensure the fee are remitted today so as to keep with 

the timeline stated in the contract 

11/21 

Double confirm of transmission costs. 

Gentlemen, 

Copy has been received. Awaiting confirmation of cleared funds. Due to time  

difference, we will have confirmation tomorrow. 

 Regards 

GRANT WILFORT 
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Grant Wilfort 

Noted. Will revert to you upon confirmation of deposit tomorrow 

 

Has it been completed by your client from your end? 

What is the current query?                   11/22 

Mr.GRANT WILFORT 

 

what time do your confirm  bank name:UNITED OVERSEAS BANK in SINGAPORE? 

My tenant ever wondered Follow - up work progress. 

Does your telling me? 

Marcus Dodd 

Its 8Am here. I am aware that arrangements are being finalized while awaiting 

confirmation. Mr.Wilfort will revert to us shortly.  

Marcus Dodd 
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Grant Wilfort 

Gentlemen, 

 Transmission fee is yet to reflect in our account. You may request for the swift copy so we 

can confirm value date 

Grant Wilfort 

This is customers remittance copy from your clients bank. It is not the actual swift copy. 

You may request for the actual swift copy from the bank. The swift copy will indicate the 

value date.I am sure the fee will reflect in my receiving bank by tomorrow. 

Determined to be true sblc?     11/23 

Marcus Dodd 

Provider hould have confirmation today. Did you request for a copy of the swift? SBLC will 

be issued upon confirmation by the provider 

bank of China because of slower job 

From the swift copy, it shows that the fees must hit United Overseas Bank today. The trail 

shows that the transfer went through a corresponding bank , Standard Chartered Bank 

Germany. Its  5.42Am over here. I will get a proper update today. We have to close this 

week.  

How to understand this matter?  11/23 

Grant Wilfort 

寄給 我、 m.dodd 

 

Gentlemen, 

  

Transmission fee is still yet to hit my account.  The client should contact his bank 

immediately to find out why 

 


